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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RESTRICTING CHANNEL ACCESS TO A WIRELESS

STATION OPERATING IN ACCORDANCE WITH A POWER SAVING SCHEME

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority t o U.S. Utility Application No. 13/911,267, filed

on June 6, 2013, and the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/657,581, filed on

June 8, 2012, U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/669,591, filed on July 9, 2012, U.S.

Provisional Application No. 61/683,428, filed on August 15, 2012, U.S. Provisional

Application No. 61/694,649, filed on August 29, 2012, and U.S. Provisional Application

No. 61/794,292, filed o n March 15, 2013. The entire disclosures of the above

applications are incorporated by reference herein.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates t o power-saving stations in wireless networks,

and more particularly t o restrictions on active polling stations.

BACKGROUND

[0003] FIG. 1 shows three stations operating in accordance with a power-saving

scheme as specified in the IEEE standard 802.11-2012, the entire disclosure of which is

incorporated by reference herein. A station that operates in accordance with such a

power-saving scheme (or any other power-saving scheme described herein) is referred

t o herein as a "power-saving station". In FIG. 1, three stations A, B, and C form an

independent basic service set (IBSS), in an arrangement referred t o as ad hoc mode.

Each of the stations alternates between a doze (or, sleep) state, in which data is not

transmitted o r received, and an awake state in which data can be transmitted and

received. Entering the doze state may also be referred to as entering a power-save

mode, and waking up may also be referred t o as exiting the power-save mode. Each of

the stations is required t o wake up just before each beacon, three of which are shown

at 104-1, 104-2, and 104-3 (collectively, "beacons 104").



[0004] After waking up for a beacon, each station remains awake for a period of time

called an announcement traffic indication message (ATIM) window. During the ATIM

window, each station determines whether buffered data can be sent t o other stations

and whether t o expect to receive data buffered from other stations. Data may be sent

in networking frames or networking packets. The networking frames/packets may carry

data and/or control signals, such as acknowledgement signals.

[0005] For example, see the ATIM window following beacon 104-2 of FIG. 1. Station A

transmits an ATIM frame 108 t o station B, which is shown receiving the ATIM frame at

112. Station B acknowledges that station B will wait t o receive data from station A by

transmitting an acknowledgment 116, shown being received by station A at 120.

[0006] Because station A has identified an available recipient for a buffered frame,

and because station B expects t o receive a frame, stations A and B will remain in the

awake state after the ATIM window and not return t o the doze state. By contrast,

station C, which does not have frames t o transmit t o stations A or B, and has not been

notified of any queued frames at station A or station B, returns t o the doze state at the

end of the ATIM window.

[0007] As prearranged, after the ATIM window, station A transmits a data frame 124

t o station B, which is shown receiving the data frame at 128. Station B signals a

successful transmission by transmitting an acknowledgement 132 t o station A, shown

being received at 136. Stations A and B then remain awake for the remainder of the

beacon interval - i.e., the time until the next beacon 104-3. Stations A and B, along with

station C, are all awake for the ATIM window following beacon 104-3. This approach

allows stations t o doze for a significant portion of each beacon interval, and only remain

awake when data transfer has been prearranged.

SUMMARY

[0008] A wireless station includes a transceiver configured t o wirelessly receive

networking frames over a wireless medium, and a channel access counter configured to

track a time period and signal that the time period has expired. The time period begins

in response t o a first networking frame of the networking frames. The first networking

frame is addressed to a receiver other than the wireless station. A length of the time



period is based on a first length in response to a type of the first networking frame

being an acknowledgment frame type. The length of the time period is based on a

second length in response t o the type of the first networking frame being a data frame

type. The transceiver is configured to wait t o access the wireless medium until after the

channel access counter signals that the time period has expired.

[0009] A wireless access point includes a beacon creation module, an association

module, and a transceiver. The beacon creation module is configured to create a

beacon that defines a restricted access window and a blackout window. A time period

of the restricted access window is mutually exclusive with a time period of the blackout

window. The association module is configured to, in the beacon, assign a slot in the

restricted access window to a wireless station. The association module is configured to

select the slot so that the slot is spaced apart from the time period of the blackout

window by at least a clock drift offset. The clock drift offset is determined based on a

maximum sleep period for the wireless station. The transceiver is configured to

wirelessly transmit the beacon.

[0010] A method of operating a wireless station includes wirelessly receiving

networking frames over a wireless medium, and tracking a time period. The time period

begins in response t o a first networking frame of the networking frames. The first

networking frame is addressed t o a receiver other than the wireless station. A length of

the time period is based on a first length in response t o a type of the first networking

frame being an acknowledgment frame type. The length of the time period is based on

a second length in response t o the type of the first networking frame being a data

frame type. The method also includes generating an expiration signal in response t o the

time period expiring. The method also includes waiting to access the wireless medium

until the expiration signal has been generated.

[0011] A method of operating a wireless access point includes creating a beacon that

defines a restricted access window and a blackout window. A time period of the

restricted access window is mutually exclusive with a time period of the blackout

window. The method also includes determining a clock drift offset for a wireless station

based on a maximum sleep period for the wireless station. The method also includes

selecting a slot in the restricted access window for the wireless station so that the slot is



spaced apart from the t ime period of the blackout w indow by at least the clock drift

offset. The method also includes assigning the slot t o the wireless station in the beacon,

and wirelessly transmitting the beacon .

BRI EF DESCRI PTI ON OF DRAWI NGS

[0012] FIG . 1 is a graphica l timeli ne of power-saving operation in an ad hoc w ireless

network.

[0013] FIG . 2A is an example timeline of a beacon interva l incl uding a restricted access

window.

[0014] FIG . 2B is an example timeline of a beacon interva l incl udi ng a restricted access

window and a blackout window.

[0015] FIG . 3 is an example timeline of an active polling station w aking and

tra nsmitting data .

[0016] FIG . 4A is an example com pressed timeline of beacons with indicated wakeup

times for an active polling station.

[0017] FIG . 4B is an example timeline showing a scheduled w akeup t ime for an active

polling station and potentia l clock d rift arou nd that wakeu p time.

[0018] FIG . 5A is an example timeline of an active pol ling station w aking and sending a

short poll fra me.

[0019] FIG . 5B is an example timeli ne of an active polling station sending uplink data

afte r w aking.

[0020] FIG . 6A is an example t imeli ne of an active pol ling station sending a pol l fra me

during a restricted access window and, after the restricted access w indow, requesti ng

down link data .

[0021] FIG . 6B is an example t imeli ne of an active pol ling station sending a brief poll

fra me during a restricted access w indow and, after the restricted access window,

tra nsmitting uplink data .

[0022] FIG . 7 is an example timeli ne including a restricted access w indow and a

blackout window withi n a beacon interva l, and showi ng example protection arising

from restricted access and from a network allocation vector.



[0023] FIG. 8A is an example timeline showing data interchange between an active

polling station and an access point including signaling to indicate further data

transmission.

[0024] FIG. 8B is an example timeline depicting network allocation vector protection

for data interchange.

[0025] FIG. 8C is an example timeline depicting network allocation vector protection

being prematurely ended upon conclusion of data interchange.

[0026] FIG. 8D is an example timeline depicting an active polling station transferring a

remaining duration of a network allocation vector t o an access point.

[0027] FIG. 9 is an example timeline depicting an additional channel access protection

mechanism.

[0028] FIG. 10A is an example timeline of data interchange where the access point

needs additional time before downlink data is ready.

[0029] FIG. 10B is an example timeline where an active polling station has no data to

send and the access point requires time t o prepare downlink data for the active polling

station.

[0030] FIG. IOC is an example of an access point taking time t o prepare a response t o

a poll frame from an active polling station, and taking further time t o prepare downlink

data.

[0031] FIG. 10D is an example timeline of an access point sending null data frames t o

preserve channel access until downlink data is ready.

[0032] FIG. 11A is an example format for a poll frame.

[0033] FIG. 11B is another example format of a poll frame.

[0034] FIG. llC is an example format of a response frame.

[0035] FIG. 11D is an example format for a shortened CF-END frame.

[0036] FIG. 12A is a block diagram of an example implementation of an access point.

[0037] FIG. 12B is a block diagram of an example implementation of a station.

[0038] FIG. 13 is a functional block diagram of an example implementation of an

access point.

[0039] FIG. 14 is a functional block diagram of an example implementation of a

station.



[0040] FIG. 15 is a flowchart of example operation of an access point.

[0041] FIG. 16A is a flowchart of example operation of a station.

[0042] FIG. 16B is a flowchart of example operation of a station in relation t o a

channel access protection mechanism.

[0043] In the drawings, reference numbers may be reused t o identify similar and/or

identical elements.

DESCRIPTION

[0044] The concept of an ATIM window as used in ad hoc mode can be adapted to

infrastructure mode. In an infrastructure basic service set (BSS), beacons are

periodically transmitted by an access point (AP) based on a target beacon transmission

time (TBTT). Stations operating in accordance with a power saving operation (e.g.,

power-saving stations) and that are associated with the BSS are expected t o wake up t o

receive each beacon that includes a delivery traffic indication message (DTIM).

[0045] In the DTIM, the A P can announce a window of time, following the DTIM,

during which transmissions can be prearranged. Power-saving stations may return to a

doze state if no relevant transmissions are arranged during this window. This window is

referred t o in this disclosure as one type of restricted access window.

[0046] The A P may be able t o create more than one restricted access window in any

given beacon interval, and can designate a wide variety of restrictions, described in

more detail below. Allowing time for prearranging of transmissions is only one potential

use of the restricted access window. Further, a restricted access window can be divided

into multiple, different portions, with various uses for each portion. For example only,

and as described in further detail below, the A P may assign certain stations to

respective portions of a restricted access window.

[0047] When a station joins an infrastructure BSS, the A P assigns an association

identifier (AID) to the station and uses that AID t o refer t o the station instead of some

other mechanism, such as a medium access control (MAC) address. For example only,

while a MAC address may be 48 or 64 bits long, an AID may be shorter, such as 11, 14,

or 16 bits long.



[0048] In various implementations, the DTIM may include a partial virtual bitmap,

each bit corresponding to an AID of a station. In one implementation, by setting the

corresponding bit in the partial virtual bitmap to one, the A P indicates to the station

that the A P possesses buffered frames for the station. When a station recognizes that

the bit corresponding to the AID of the station is set to one in the partial virtual bitmap,

the station should request the data (e.g., the buffered frames) from the AP. For

purposes of illustration only, the A P may support up t o two thousand eight stations,

and therefore uses up t o two thousand eight AIDs. In these cases, the partial virtual

bitmap can be up t o two thousand eight bits long, although the use of compression

means that the partial virtual bitmap is often much shorter.

[0049] In a large BSS with a significant number of stations, there may be many bits set

in the partial virtual bitmap, indicating that the A P is buffering frames for many

stations. There may also be many stations that wish to uplink data to the AP. The A P

may use a restricted access window to determine which stations are available to

receive the buffered frames, and which stations may wish to uplink data to the AP.

[0050] The A P may announce a restricted access window using a data structure within

the DTIM. In a simple case, the restricted access window begins upon completion of the

DTIM and ends after a specified period of time. During the restricted access window,

transmissions to the A P may be limited in various respects. For example, only certain

types of frames may be sent, such as control, management, and null frames. For

example, these frames may be used t o schedule transmissions to occur subsequent to

the restricted access window.

[0051] Within a wireless network, networking frames are transmitted and received.

The networking frames may include a variety of frame types, including a control frame

type, a management frame type, a null frame type, a data frame type, and

combinations thereof. Further, each type may be a superset of other types - for

example, an acknowledgement frame type may be a sub-type of the control frame type.

When the restricted access window allows only control, management, and null frames,

a station may indicate to the A P that the station has data to uplink to the AP. A station

may also indicate to the A P that the station is present and requests retrieval of frames

being queued by the AP. This request may be prompted by the station identifying the



corresponding bit being set in the partial virtual bitmap of the DTIM, or may be made

when the station is expecting data to be available at the AP. The restricted access

window allows these requests to be made without interference from comparatively

time-consuming data transmissions.

[0052] A restricted access window can be used for other purposes as well. For

example, the restricted access window may allow only data frames belonging to certain

access categories (quality of service levels). Such a restricted access window may allow

for the highest priority data to be communicated without having to contend with lower

priority data. The remainder of the beacon interval after the restricted access window

concludes can be used for any traffic, including lower priority traffic. This ensures that

at least a portion of the high priority traffic is accommodated during each DTIM beacon

interval, even if there is a significant amount of lower priority traffic.

[0053] Additionally or alternatively, the restricted access window may restrict which

stations can transmit - for example, limiting transmission to an explicitly defined subset

of all the stations, or a predefined group of stations. For example, sensor stations may

be differentiated from stations offloading data from cellular networks, which may be

referred to as 3G offloading. The restricted access window may also be restricted to

certain medium access parameters, such as using a short aSlotTime compared to a long

aSlotTime. In addition, the restricted access window may be restricted to certain

transmission types, such as a maximum transmission duration limit.

[0054] Stations having power consumption constraints may be allowed to use the

restricted access window to better allow such stations to quickly return to a power-

saving state. Such power-saving stations may schedule uplink and/or downlink

transmissions to occur subsequent to the period of the restricted access window.

Additionally or alternatively, the A P may allow a limited amount of data to be

exchanged with these stations during the restricted access window.

[0055] When the A P has significant amounts of data buffered for a large number of

stations, polling requests from individual stations during the restricted access window

indicate those stations' willingness and ability to receive data. The A P may therefore,

during the restricted access window, transfer corresponding queued frames from a



software cache t o hardware buffers t o allow for prompt transmission of the queued

frames following the restricted access window.

[0056] If the A P determines that the first restricted access window is underutilized,

the A P may have the ability t o prematurely end the restricted access window, thereby

allowing regular data exchange to occur without waiting for the originally announced

end of the restricted access window. The A P may also have the ability t o preemptively

cancel upcoming restricted access windows.

[0057] Stations that are more power-sensitive, referred t o in this disclosure as active

polling stations, may wake up only occasionally, such as once per day, and not

necessarily in synchronization with beacons. These active polling stations may be

allowed t o transmit data immediately upon waking up, subject t o channel access rules.

[0058] Data transmissions, poll frames, and uplink indication frames from these active

polling stations may therefore occur at any time, including during restricted access

windows where such packets would generally not be allowed. Upon waking up, an

active polling station may be programmed t o send a poll frame. The A P can respond t o

the poll frame by informing the active polling station of whether a restricted access

window is currently in progress, when t o expect a current restricted access window t o

end, and when t o expect another beacon.

[0059] The A P may also indicate t o the active polling station a BSS change sequence,

which indicates t o the active polling station how parameters of the BSS will be

changing. The A P may also send a timestamp t o allow the active polling station t o

synchronize with the clock of the A P and determine when the next scheduled beacon

will be transmitted.

[0060] The A P may desire t o reserve a portion of each beacon interval during which

active polling stations are not allowed t o transmit. This is referred to in the present

disclosure as a blackout window. The blackout window may be used for different

transmissions than the restricted access window. Alternatively, the blackout window

may be a subset of the restricted access window, with the specific difference being that

active polling stations are not allowed t o transmit during the blackout window.

[0061] Some active polling stations wake up more regularly, and while there may be

some clock drift between their clock and the clock of the BSS, synchronization is still



maintained. Such active polling stations can be assigned one or more slots in a

restricted access window, and are referred t o as schedu led active pol ling stations. The

assigned slots are selected such that the maxim um expected amou nt of clock d rift w i l l

not cause the schedu led active polling station t o tra nsmit du ring the blackout window.

In other words, when the sched uled active polling station w akes up, the active pol ling

station would idea lly transmit du ring the assigned slot in the restricted access window.

However, even if the clock of the active pol ling station has drifted from the clock of the

BSS, the amou nt of drift wil l not be great enough to cause the active polling station t o

tra nsmit within the blackout window.

[0062] In FIG . 2A, a beacon 200 is shown being tra nsmitted at a t arget beacon

tra nsmission time (TBTT) 204. At the end of the beacon 200, indicated at 208, a

restricted access window begins. The restricted access window ends at 212, where an

open access w indow begins. The open access window lasts unti l a subseq uent TBTT

216. A second beacon 220 is tra nsmitted at the TBTT 216, and a second restricted

access window begins at 224 fol lowing the second beacon 220. The relative lengths of

the restricted access w indow and open access window can be set by the A P and the

length of the restricted access w indow may vary from 100% of the beacon interva l t o

0% of the beacon interva l .

[0063] In FIG . 2B, a blackout w indow is added. After the first beacon 200 ends at 208,

the blackout window begi ns. At 240, the blackout w indow ends and a restricted access

window begins. At 244, the restricted access window ends and an open access window

begins. Although shown in the order of blackout window, restricted access window,

open access window, the order may be different in different implementations.

However, there may be adva ntages t o placing the blackout window f irst. For exa mple,

power-savi ng stations that need t o access the blackout w indow may w ake up for the

beacon 200, tra nsmit and/or receive d uring the blackout w indow and then re-enter

power-save mode by 240.

[0064] In FIG. 3, an active pol ling station is shown w aking up at 300. A beacon 304 is

shown at the right-ha nd side simply t o indicate that the w akeup t ime 300 may be

asynch ronous t o the beacon 304. After a cha nnel sca nning delay, at 308 the active

polling station sends a poll/trigger fra me 312 incl uding upli nk (UL) data . If the active



polling station had detected other transmissions between 300 and 308, the active

polling station would have waited until a free period lasting at least the channel

scanning delay had occurred.

[0065] The poll/trigger frame 312 may include uplink (UL) data. The A P acknowledges

the uplink transmission with an ACK 316, which may include a pending data indication

(PI) that indicates that the A P has data buffered for the active polling station. The A P

may then transmit a downlink (DL) frame 320 t o the active polling station. The active

polling station will acknowledge receipt of the downlink data with an ACK 324 and

return t o sleep at 328.

[0066] While this is very power-efficient for the active polling station, the mechanism

shown in FIG. 3 does not necessarily honor blackout windows defined by the AP. The

blackout window may be used by the A P t o provide restricted channel access t o certain

stations or certain transmission types or priorities. For example, a proxy station may use

the blackout window t o communicate with the AP. The A P may indicate a blackout

window with a starting time and duration and indicate which station or group of

stations, such as all active polling stations or all stations, are prevented from

transmitting during the blackout window. The A P may also indicate one or more open

access windows, such as by indicating the starting time and duration of the window.

[0067] In FIG. 4A is a sequence of beacons 400-1, 400-2, ... 400-10 (collectively,

beacons 400) on a timescale that is compressed relative t o other timelines in this

disclosure. A certain active polling station may be scheduled t o wake up at a certain

time after every third beacon. As shown in FIG. 4A, the active polling station is

scheduled t o wake up after the beacon 400-1, after the beacon 400-4, after the beacon

400-7, and after the beacon 400-10.

[0068] In FIG. 4B, one of the scheduled wakeup times is shown. Based on how often

the active polling station is scheduled t o wake up, the amount of potential clock drift

can be estimated. The scheduled wakeup interval will then be placed at least that

amount of clock drift after the boundary 240 between the blackout window and the

restricted access window. In this way, even with the maximum amount of clock drift at

the active polling station, the active polling station will still not transmit during the

blackout window.



[0069] If the blackout window followed the restricted access window, the scheduled

wakeup for the active polling station would be placed prior t o the blackout window by

at least the amount of expected maximum clock drift. For additional information about

restricted access windows, see commonly assigned U.S. Patent App. No. 13/680,876,

filed on November 19, 2012, titled "802.11 Restricted Access Windows" (Attorney

Docket No. MP4428), the entire disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein.

[0070] The wakeup time for a station can be scheduled when the station is associating

with the A P and/or by using special management frames. Stations may decide whether

t o wake up at their scheduled wakeup times based on application activity in the station,

whether uplink data is available, a time since downlink data was last received, and/or a

maximum idle period beyond which the station could not remain associated with the

AP. At this scheduled wakeup time, the station can use standard distributed channel

access timings t o access the channel. In various implementations, if a single station is

scheduled t o communicate at a certain point in time, the station may use shorter

channel access parameters, such as the point coordination function interframe space

(PIFS) instead of the distributed coordination function interframe space (DIFS).

[0071] The maximum amount of expected clock drift is referred to as a clock drift

offset. The clock drift offset may be set based on a maximum out-of-sync interval,

which specifies how long the station can operate as part of the BSS without listening for

beacons. If an active polling station decides t o remain asleep longer than the maximum

out-of-sync interval, the active polling station may be required t o conduct longer

channel access (for example, for the length of ProbeDelay) t o make sure the channel is

idle o r constrain the initial transmission t o a very short frame only. Alternatively, the

active polling station may be required t o wait for another transmission, which may

carry a timestamp, allowing the active polling station t o resynchronize with the BSS. In

various implementations, the active polling station may be required t o wait for a

beacon t o reestablish synchronization.

[0072] In FIG. 5A, an active polling station wakes up at 450 and after a channel

scanning delay, transmits a poll frame 454. The A P responds with a response frame 458.

The response frame 458 may include a timestamp and BSS update information t o help

the station re-sync to the A P and track any BSS updates. For additional information on



BSS updates, refer t o commonly assigned U.S. Patent Application No. 13/450,209, filed

on April 18, 2012, titled "Reducing Power Consumption in a Wireless Communication

System" (Attorney Docket No. MP4099), the entire disclosure of which is incorporated

by reference herein. The response frame 458 may also indicate whether the active

polling station is allowed t o commence transmission and may include information

about scheduled windows, such as blackout windows and restricted access windows.

[0073] In FIG. 5B, the active polling station wakes up at 462 and, after a channel

scanning delay, transmits a frame 466 including uplink data. The A P acknowledges the

uplink data with an ACK 470, and the station transmits another data frame 474. The A P

once again acknowledges with an ACK 478. Because the station woke up at the assigned

time, the station was permitted t o directly begin sending uplink data. However, the

station may still desire to retrieve information from the AP. Therefore, the station may

follow up data transmission with a poll frame 482, t o which the A P responds at 486. The

poll frame 482 and response frame 486 may be similarly or identically structured t o the

poll frame 454 and the response frame 458 of FIG. 5A. The response frame 458 may

specify whether data is pending for the station, and is discussed in more detail below.

[0074] In FIG. 6A, a beacon 500 may initiate a restricted access window. When an

active polling station wakes up and sends a poll frame 504, the A P sends a response

frame 508, which may indicate that the active polling station should wait until the end

of the restricted access window t o begin receiving data. The response frame 508 may

also indicate t o the active polling station whether there is data queued at the A P for

transmission t o the station.

[0075] After the restricted access window, if there is data queued for the station, the

station may send a poll/trigger frame 512 to the A P t o trigger downlink data. The A P

responds with data frame 516, which the station acknowledges at 520. Additional data

frames, such as data frame 524, may be sent by the AP, which is acknowledged by the

station with an ACK 528.

[0076] In FIG. 6B, a beacon 550 initiates a restricted access window. A poll frame 554

is sent by an active polling station that has woken from a sleep state, and the A P

responds with a response frame 558. The response frame 558 may indicate that no data

is pending for the station. After the restricted access window ends, the station may



begin transmitting uplink data including first and second data frames 562 and 566,

which are acknowledged by the A P with ACKs 570 and 574, respectively.

[0077] If the station has a large amount of data to transmit, the station may continue

transmitting until the next TBTT, at which point transmission stops so that the A P can

send the beacon. If the station still needs to access the channel, the station can monitor

the beacon to determine when the next appropriate window may be. The station may

return to sleep until the time at which the station can resume transmitting uplink data.

[0078] In various implementations, the station may be allowed to transmit during

windows in which the station would ordinarily be prohibited from transmitting. This

transmission allowance may include various restrictions, such as the requirement that

the station use a longer channel access delay (e.g., a channel access delay

corresponding to a lower quality of service).

[0079] After transmitting uplink data, the station may need to check for a response

prior to the next normally scheduled wakeup time. For example, this may be the case

when expecting an endpoint acknowledgment according to transmission control

protocol (TCP). Instead of waiting for the next scheduled wakeup time, the station may

wake up before the next beacon to identify the next open access window, and probe

the A P for possible downlink data.

[0080] The station may solicit a response frame from the A P indicating the time at

which the next open access window will occur. The station may then wait until that

point t o request data from the AP. If an active polling station has urgent uplink data to

transmit before the next scheduled wakeup time, the station can wake up before the

next beacon and listen for the next beacon to be transmitted. The station can then

transmit during appropriate times of a restricted access window and/or during the next

open access window.

[0081] In various implementations, the active polling station may be allowed to, at

any point, send a short poll frame after acquiring channel access, which solicits a

response frame from the A P with information regarding the next beacon or the next

open access window. When accessing the medium without regard to windows, the

active polling station may be required to wait for the channel to be free for greater than

a longer time period, such as ProbeDelay. In various implementations, a station may



request permission to transmit, and the A P is able t o grant that specific request even

during restricted access windows or blackout windows.

[0082] In various implementations, stations may generate on-demand uplink data. For

example, certain sensors, such as light switch sensors, may generate on-demand data in

response t o environmental stimulus. Some sensor applications may take sensor

readings periodically, but generate uplink transmissions only when the readings change

by more than a predetermined amount. In various implementations, application layers

in a station may generate periodic uplink transmissions, which are queued for

transmission by the MAC layer.

[0083] Active polling stations may be segmented into two groups, scheduled and

unscheduled. This grouping may be performed upon association with the AP, may be

hard coded at the factory, and/or may change on demand. Scheduled active polling

stations will receive time slots during which they can transmit data. Because active

polling stations may not wake up frequently, there may be clock drift since the last

synchronization with the AP. As a result, the assigned slot may be located at least a

clock drift offset away from any blackout window.

[0084] Meanwhile, unscheduled active polling stations may wake up so infrequently

that the amount of clock drift could be greater than the size of the restricted access

window and potentially even greater than the length of a beacon interval. Therefore,

these unscheduled active polling stations may be allowed t o send a short poll frame

upon waking up in order t o determine when the station can access the medium. This

frame may be very short, as described in more detail below, so that even if sent during

a blackout window, the active polling station will not unduly limit the available

transmission time during the blackout window.

[0085] When the A P sends a response frame t o the unscheduled active polling station,

the response frame may indicate an interval during which the station must defer access.

The station will not begin any transmissions during the specified interval and the A P will

not send any data t o the station during this interval. As a result, the station may enter a

power-save mode for the remainder of the deferred interval.

[0086] In FIG. 7, protection for various transmission sequences is shown. The blackout

window and restricted access window provide what is called restricted access



protection from 208 t o 244. Meanwhile, NAV (network allocation vector) protection

may be shorter than the blackout window or the restricted access window. When a

frame is transmitted, a duration field in the MAC header may specify how long the data

interchange is expected to take.

[0087] This duration is used t o set the NAV in any nodes that are able to receive that

transmission, even nodes in an overlapping BSS (OBSS). To prevent collisions, nodes will

not begin any transmissions during the period specified by the NAV. As a result, the

station whose duration field set the NAV for other nodes can continue t o transmit data

without risk of other stations attempting t o transmit and potentially causing collisions.

[0088] The maximum length of this NAV protection may be limited t o the maximum

transmission opportunity (TXOP) duration. The TXOP is an interval of time when a

particular quality-of-service station has the right t o initiate frame exchange sequences

onto the wireless medium. The TXOP is either obtained by the station after successfully

contending for the channel o r assigned by a hybrid coordinator. The NAV protection

reduces power in other stations because the other stations do not need t o sense the

medium for potential transmission until the NAV protection has expired.

[0089] To prevent interference with a poll and response interchange between an

active polling station and an AP, a physical layer parameter called ProbeDelay may be

set t o the sum of a longest poll frame transmission duration, SIFS (short interframe

space), and a response preamble. Because the longest poll frame duration is less than

the maximum frame duration, the ProbeDelay may instead be set based o n the sum of

SIFS, a response preamble, and a maximum transmission time for a physical layer

convergence procedure (PLCP) protocol data unit (PPDU). For more information

regarding interframe spacing, see commonly assigned U.S. App. No. 13/680,831, filed

on November on 19, 2012, titled "802.11 Enhanced Distributed Channel Access"

(Attorney Docket No. MP4421), the entire disclosure of which is incorporated by

reference herein.

[0090] In FIG. 8A, an active polling station wakes up at 600 and transmits a

poll/trigger frame 604. The poll/trigger frame 604 includes a duration that begins NAV

protection for the following data interchange. The A P sends a response frame 608,



which also includes a duration field so that stations that can receive from the A P but

not from the active polling station will know t o set the NAV correctly.

[0091] The response frame 608 may also indicate that more data is t o follow. This tells

other stations that another uplink transmission t o the A P should be expected. That

transmission is a data frame 612, which is acknowledged by the A P with an ACK 616.

The ACK 616 indicates that more data will follow, and the station transmits an

additional uplink data frame 620. The A P sends an ACK 624 indicating that more data is

t o follow. In this case, uplink data may be finished and so the A P sends a downlink data

frame 628 to the station. The station acknowledges the data with an ACK 632, which

indicates more data is expected. The A P sends an additional downlink data frame 636,

which is acknowledged with an ACK 640. The ACK 640 indicates that more data is not

expected, such as by setting a more data (MD) bit t o 0 . This indicates to other stations

that additional data is not expected t o be interchanged. A beacon 650 is shown simply

t o demonstrate that the previous interchange may not be aligned with the beacon and

may occur in an open access window prior t o the beacon 650.

[0092] In FIG. 8B, an example of the poll/trigger frame 604 is shown including a

duration and a more data (MD) indication. The duration causes receiving stations t o set

the NAV - until the NAV expires, the receiving stations will not transmit. The NAV is

shown at 700. In the uplink data frame 620 including the last uplink data from the

station, control of the transmission opportunity is passed t o the receiver, in this case

the AP. The A P is therefore given the opportunity t o transmit for the remainder of the

initial NAV. The A P uses this opportunity t o transmit the data frames 628 and 636.

[0093] In FIG. 8C, after receiving the remaining portion of the transmission

opportunity, the A P sends an ACK 710 indicating that no more data will be sent from

the A P t o the station. As a result, the remaining portion of the NAV will not be used. To

open up the channel for other stations, a CF-END frame 714 is transmitted t o end the

NAV. Although shown as being transmitted by the station, in various implementations

the CF-END may additionally or alternatively be transmitted by the AP.

[0094] In FIG. 8D, the station wakes up at 720 and after a channel scanning delay,

sends a data frame 724 including uplink data. The data frame 724 may include a

duration field t o set the NAV for listening stations. The A P acknowledges with an ACK at



728, which includes a more data (MD) indication. The station then sends a data frame

732 including additional uplink data, which is acknowledged by an ACK 736. The station

then sends a final data frame 740 including a transfer of the remaining duration of the

transmission opportunity t o the AP. The A P acknowledges the transmission with an ACK

744, which indicates more data. The A P then sends a data frame 748 including downlink

data. The station acknowledges the downlink data with an ACK 752.

[0095] In FIG. 9, an additional mechanism of protecting channel access is shown. The

same frames from FIG. 8B are used in this illustration. The standard NAV 700 remains,

but an additional protection, referred t o as NAV2, is added. When the poll/trigger

frame 604 has been sent, listening stations recognize that a response will be sent and

therefore set a NAV2 timer 780 based on the longest expected time for the response to

take. When the length of the response is not constrained, the maximum length may be

the maximum length of a PPDU. Taking into account the spacing between the

poll/trigger frame 604 and the response frame 608, which may be SIFS, listening

stations set the NAV2 timer 780 t o be the sum of SIFS and the maximum PPDU.

[0096] The NAV2 timer 780 created by the poll/trigger frame 604 is ended when the

data frame 612 is sent. In other words, the standard NAV 700 is set by a duration field

and can be cancelled by a CF-END frame. The NAV2 timer 780 is set by an indication

that a response or data is expected t o follow, and is cancelled by the next correctly

received frame. Stations that implement NAV2 should not begin transmission before

the end of either the current NAV or the current NAV2. In other words, the station

waits for the longer of NAV and NAV2.

[0097] When the response frame 608 is sent, another NAV2 timer 784 begins because

the response frame 608 indicates that more data is t o follow. The NAV2 timer 784 is

ended when the ACK 616 is sent. When the ACK 624 is sent, the more data indication

signals that a NAV2 timer 788 should be set based on the expected additional data. The

NAV2 timer 788 is ended by transmission of the data frame 628. Because an

acknowledgement is expected in response t o a data packet, such as the data frame 628,

a NAV2 timer 792 is set in response t o the data frame 628. The corresponding ACK 632

ends the NAV2 timer 792.



[0098] Because the length of an ACK is defined and is less than the maximum PPDU,

NAV2 resulting from a data frame can be set t o the sum of SIFS and the length of an

ACK. To minimize complexity in the illustration, additional setting of NAV2 for the data

frames 612, 620, and 636 is omitted as is the setting of NAV2 for the ACK 616 and the

ACK 632. Referring back t o FIG. 8B, the uplink data frame 620 that reverses direction of

the transmission opportunity (TXOP) can set NAV2 equal t o a sum of SIFS, a

transmission time for an ACK, a second SIFS, and a transmission time for a maximum

PPDU. This protects the following downlink data frame 628 from collision with any

station that can hear the transmitter of the uplink data frame 620.

[0099] In FIG. 10A, an example of the A P not having data ready for the station is

shown. After the uplink data frame 620, the A P sends an ACK 800 indicating that

downlink data will be delayed. Once the downlink data is ready, shown at 804, the A P

waits until channel access is available and then transmits a data frame 808 including the

downlink data. The station transmits an ACK 812 in response t o successful reception of

the downlink data.

[0100] In FIG. 10B, the station has no uplink data t o transmit and therefore transmits

a poll/trigger frame 820 including a reverse direction grant of the remaining portion of

the TXOP t o the AP. The A P responds t o the poll/trigger frame 820 with a response

frame 824. If downlink data is queued but not immediately ready for the station, the

response frame 824 may indicate that data is delayed. Once the data is ready, the A P

transmits the data frame 808, which may be similar t o that of the data frame 808 in FIG.

10A. The station then acknowledges with the ACK 812.

[0101] In FIG. IOC, when receiving the poll/trigger frame 820, the A P may not be

ready t o transmit a poll response. Therefore, the A P may send nothing or may send a

short packet, such as an ACK 840, which indicates that a response is not yet ready. The

A P sends a response frame 844 once the response frame 844 is ready. The response

frame 844 may be sent as soon as possible, as shown in FIG. IOC, or may be delayed

until the data frame 808 is ready for sending.

[0102] In FIG. 10D, if the A P is not yet ready with downlink data after the uplink data

frame 620, the A P may send an ACK 850 indicating more data. The A P may then send a

data frame 854 with null data simply t o occupy the channel until the downlink data is



ready. The station responds with an ACK 858. If the A P needs additional time, the A P

transmits an additional null data packet 862, which is acknowledged with an ACK 866.

The AP, now that the downlink data is ready, transmits a downlink data frame 870 to

the station, which acknowledges with an ACK 874.

[0103] In FIG. 11A, a poll frame based on an NDP (null data packet) frame includes 36

bits. A 4-bit message type indicator is an unused MCS (modulation and coding scheme)

field in a normal data packet. A 9-bit transmitter address may include a partial AID,

while a 9-bit receiver address may include a partial basic service set identification

(BSSID). A 4-bit preferred MCS specifies the preferred set of MCS values t o be used in

future transmissions. Six tail bits are included for future use and a 4-bit cyclic

redundancy check (CRC) is included for error detection.

[0104] The poll frame may include indication bits that request data from the AP. For

example, the station may request a BSS change sequence, which will indicate current or

future differences in various configuration parameters of the BSS. If the station needs

t o wait past the following beacon in order t o receive or transmit, the beacon may

provide this data t o the station. The station may also request the current timestamp t o

synchronize the station's clock with that of the AP. Again, if the station will remain

awake t o receive the following beacon, the A P may not need t o further respond t o this

request.

[0105] The poll frame may also indicate that adjacent stations should set NAV2 t o a

duration based on a maximum PPDU length following the poll frame. The poll frame

may also indicate that uplink data is queued for transmission o r that the uplink data will

be transmitted after a response t o the poll frame. The more data indication may be

used by surrounding stations t o set NAV2 based on a maximum PPDU t o protect the

channel for following uplink data.

[0106] In FIG. 11B, a short MAC header frame used as a poll frame is shown. Following

the PHY header are two octets for frame control, which may include a frame type

indicating that this is a short poll frame. The frame control octets are followed by two

octets for AID, which are followed by six octets for BSSID. Finally, four octets are

reserved for forward error correction.



[0107] In response t o the poll, the A P may transmit a response t o the station

following a SIFS period. The response may take the form of a downlink data frame, an

immediate acknowledgment, or a standalone response frame. The response may

include a deferred channel access time, a BSS change sequence, timestamp, a next

wakeup or channel access time value, a unicast indication that buffered data is waiting

for the station, a group-addressed indication that data is buffered for a group including

the station. The group-addressed indication may also include an indication of which

group the data belongs to.

[0108] A station can transmit a poll frame, also known as a power-saving poll frame

(PS-poll frame) upon waking up, at the end of a TXOP, upon finishing the transmission

of queued uplink data, etc. The A P may send a response frame (also known as a PS-poll

response frame) in response t o a poll frame o r certain data frames. For example, a data

frame with a more data bit set equal t o 0 received from a station may solicit

transmission of a response frame t o that station. In such cases, the response frame can

be returned as an acknowledgement to the data frame, aggregated with an

acknowledgment of the data frame, or after the acknowledgment frame spaced apart

by a time such as SIFS.

[0109] The response can use an NDP (null data packet) format, where the SIG field

includes frame type, CRC, tail bits, frame ID, an indication of whether there is additional

transmission t o follow, a first value, and a second value. The first value may indicate a

change in BSS parameters, a short timestamp, a channel access delay, or a time delay

until the next beacon. The second value may indicate a length of time for the station to

defer transmission or may include an instruction for the station t o wake up at the next

beacon. To reduce the number of bits necessary t o encode a duration or timestamp,

the A P may preannounce the time resolution or units t o be used when designating the

duration o r timestamp.

[0110] In FIG. 11C, another response format is shown, which begins with two octets

for frame control. The frame control bits indicate the frame type, the presence of

optional fields, and/or special indications like deferral times or next beacon indications.

A next beacon indication may instruct the station t o wait for the next beacon before

transmitting. The FC octets are followed by two AID octets and six BSSID octets. Next a



BSS change sequence octet is included, followed by a four octet timestamp and a

variable length additional field. Finally, four octets of FEC are included.

[0111] In FIG. 11D, a shortened CF-END frame, which cancels a NAV set by a

previously transmitted frame, is shown. The CF-END frame may be shortened into an

NDP format frame and include two octets of frame control, two octets indicating

duration, six octets as a receiver address, six octets as a transmitter address (in this

case, BSSID), and four octets for a frame check sequence. Alternatively, a short CTS-to-

self frame with a duration of zero can be used t o cancel the NAV set in adjacent

stations.

[0112] In FIG. 12A, an example access point 900 includes a host processor 904, which

provides data t o and receives data from a medium access control (MAC) circuit 908. The

MAC circuit 908 interfaces with a wireless medium via a physical layer device (PHY) 912

and an antenna 916. The host processor 904 may store data, such as cached frames for

stations in the BSS of the access point 900 in a memory 920.

[0113] Secondary storage 924 may include instructions, parameters, and firmware for

execution by the host processor 904. In addition, secondary storage 924 may back up

the memory 920, which may be volatile. In addition, when a large amount of data is

cached, some of that data may be stored t o the secondary storage 924. This may

increase the amount of time needed t o access that data before that data can be

transmitted, such as is shown in FIGs. 10A-10D.

[0114] In FIG. 12B, an example station 950 includes components that may be similar

t o the access point 900 of FIG. 12A. In addition, one o r more sensors, such as a sensor

954, provide measurements to the host processor 904. These measurements may be

included in uplink data sent t o the access point 900.

[0115] In FIG. 13, selected functional blocks from an example implementation of the

access point 900 are shown. A clock 1004 provides timing for elements of the BSS

controlled by the access point 900. The clock 1004, for example, determines when the

target beacon transmission time (TBTT) is, and therefore determines timing of beacons.

A transceiver module 1008 transmits and receives data wirelessly t o and from wireless

stations in the BSS. For example, the transceiver module 1008 transmits beacons from a

beacon creation module 1012.



[0116] The beacon creation module 1012 determines whether a restricted access

window should be used and determines whether a blackout window should be used.

The beacon creation module 1012 may also determine parameters corresponding to

the restricted access window and the blackout window, such as start times and

durations.

[0117] An association module 1016 tracks which stations are associated with the

access point 900 and determines and records parameters related to the stations, such

as assigned wakeup times for power-saving stations. An uplink module 1020 receives

frames transmitted by stations in the BSS t o the access point 900. A downlink module

1024 tracks and transmits downlink data from the access point 900 t o stations of the

BSS.

[0118] The downlink module 1024 may buffer frames from a software queue module

1028 into a hardware buffer module 1032. Frames stored in the hardware buffer

module 1032 may be available for rapid transmission t o power-saving stations that

wake up intermittently and request downlink data. The uplink module 1020 may store

received frames in the software queue module 1028 and/or the hardware buffer

module 1032 before forwarding on the uplink frames, such as t o a wired networking

port (not shown) of the access point 900.

[0119] In FIG. 14, selected functional blocks of an example implementation of the

station 950 are shown. A clock 1104 synchronizes t o the clock 1004 of the access point

900 when the station 950 receives a beacon from the access point 900 or receives

another frame that includes a timestamp. A transceiver module 1108 wirelessly

transmits data to the access point 900 and wirelessly receives data from the access

point 900.

[0120] A power control module 1112 determines when the station 950 should enter

into a sleep mode. In the sleep mode, various aspects of the station 950 may be turned

off, including various circuitry of the transceiver module 1108. For example only, during

the sleep mode, the transceiver module 1108 may not be able t o transmit or receive

data o r even determine whether the wireless medium is free.

[0121] The power control module 1112 may keep track of transmission timeslots

assigned by the access point 900. For example, the power control module 1112 may



track the assigned wakeup time so that the transceiver module 1108 can power up and

transmit data during an appropriate time that is not within a blackout window.

[0122] Because the clock 1104 is not synchronized with the access point 900 while the

station 950 is in the sleep mode, small differences in clock frequency between the clock

1104 and the access point 900 create clock drift. After a long enough time of not being

synchronized, the clock 1104 may possibly be so far out of sync with the clock 1004 of

the access point 900 that the transceiver module 1108 is unable to transmit during a

known window in the beacon interval. As a result, after waking from a sleep mode, the

transceiver module 1108 may wait t o receive a beacon frame or other frame containing

timestamp information to reestablish synchronization of the clock 1104.

[0123] An uplink data module 1116 queues data for uplinking to the access point 900.

For example only, measured data from one or more sensors may be included as part of

the uplinked data. The uplink data module 1116 provides data frames to the transceiver

module 1108 for transmission, and may also indicate the presence of uplink data to the

power control module 1112. This indication of pending data may trigger the power

control module 1112 t o exit the station 950 from sleep mode in time for the next

transmission interval.

[0124] A network allocation vector (NAV) tracking module 1120 observes frames

received by the transceiver module 1108 that are not addressed t o the station 950 in

order to track availability of the channel (or, wireless medium). A frame that includes a

non-zero duration field indicates that a NAV counter of the NAV tracking module 1120

should be set. The duration field indicates how long an upcoming transmission is

expected to take, and the NAV tracking module 1120 indicates to a transmission

disabling module 1124 that the transceiver module 1108 should not attempt to acquire

channel access and begin transmitting until the period specified by the duration has

expired.

[0125] In various implementations, the NAV tracking module 1120 may implement a

counter that is set to a non-zero value based on the duration and that counts down to

zero. Once the NAV tracking module 1120 counts down to zero, the transmission

disabling module 1124 allows the transceiver module 1108 to acquire channel access

and begin transmission.



[0126] A second tracking module (referred t o as NAV2 tracking module) 1128

monitors frames that the transceiver module 1108 receives but are not addressed t o

the station 950. When the NAV2 tracking module 1128 observes a data frame, an

acknowledgment frame is expected t o follow, and therefore the NAV2 tracking module

1128 monitors a time period based on the length of an acknowledgment frame. The

NAV2 tracking module 1128 may monitor the time period using a channel access

counter that decrements toward zero starting at a counter value that is based on the

time period t o monitor. Equivalently, the channel access counter may increment from

zero toward the counter value.

[0127] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 9, the length of time may be equal t o a sum of a

predefined short interframe space (SIFS) and a length of time required to transmit an

acknowledgment frame. When the NAV2 tracking module 1128 observes an

acknowledgment frame, the NAV2 tracking module 1128 may determine whether an

additional data frame is expected after the acknowledgment frame.

[0128] For example, a following data frame may be indicated by a more data

indication in the acknowledgement frame. For example only, the more data indication

may be a binary signal with an active value indicating that more data will follow and an

inactive value indicating that no more data is t o follow. If the NAV2 tracking module

1128 determines that an additional data frame is expected, the NAV2 tracking module

1128 tracks a time period needed for the following data frame t o be sent. Specifically,

the time period may be equal t o a sum of SIFS and a transmission time for a maximum

PPDU.

[0129] While the NAV2 tracking module 1128 is tracking a time period after a data

frame has been sent, the NAV2 tracking module 1128 may abruptly and prematurely

expire the time period in response t o observing the expected acknowledgment having

been sent. Similarly, when the NAV2 tracking module 1128 is tracking a time period in

response t o an acknowledgment frame, the NAV2 tracking module 1128 abruptly and

prematurely expires the time period once the expected data frame is observed.

[0130] The transmission disabling module 1124 prevents the transceiver module 1108

from transmitting data when either the counter of the NAV tracking module 1120 is

non-zero o r the time period of the NAV2 tracking module 1128 is unexpired. In various



implementations, the NAV2 tracking module 1128 may track the time period using a

counter that decrements toward zero from a non-zero value determined based on the

time period. Once the counter reaches zero, the time period is considered t o have

expired. In order t o prematurely expire the time period, the NAV2 tracking module

1128 may directly set the counter t o zero.

[0131] In FIG. 15, example control of an access point begins at 1204 where, if an

active polling station is associating with the access point, control transfers t o 1208;

otherwise, control transfers t o 1212. At 1208, control determines a clock drift offset for

the station. The clock drift offset may be determined based on an accuracy of the clock

of the station combined with a maximum time between wakeup events of the station.

[0132] Control continues at 1216, where control assigns a wakeup time t o the station

based on the clock drift offset. For example, the wakeup time may be separated from a

blackout window by at least the clock drift offset. Control then continues at 1212. At

1212, if a target beacon transmission time has been reached, control transfers t o 1220;

otherwise, control continues at 1224.

[0133] At 1220, control transmits a beacon indicating (or, advertising) one or more of

a blackout window or restricted access window. The beacon may indicate beginning

and ending or duration times for each of the indicated windows. Control then continues

at 1224. At 1224, control determines whether a poll frame has been received. If so,

control transfers t o 1228; otherwise, control transfers t o 1232. At 1228, if a blackout

window is currently active, control transfers to 1236; otherwise, control transfers t o

1240.

[0134] At 1236, control determines whether the blackout window is underutilized. If

so, control transfers t o 1244; otherwise, control transfers t o 1248. The blackout

window may be underutilized when few stations have been assigned t o the blackout

window or when stations assigned t o the blackout window have already finished their

data exchanges. At 1244, because the blackout window is determined t o be

underutilized, control may signal permission t o transmit t o the station. Control then

continues at 1232. At 1248, the blackout window is being used and therefore the access

point transmits a response t o the station indicating the next available period for

transmission. For example, the next available period may be the next open access



window or may be the assigned timeslot within a restricted access window. Control

then continues at 1332.

[0135] At 1240, control retrieves any downlink data that is queued for the station.

Control continues at 1252, where if there is downlink data ready for the station, control

transfers t o 1256; otherwise, control transfers t o 1260. At 1256, control transmits

downlink data t o the station and continues at 1264. At 1260, downlink data is not ready

and therefore a response is transmitted t o the station. The response may indicate that

no downlink data is present or may indicate that downlink data is being retrieved. The

response may also include, as discussed above, information about when the station

should expect t o receive the downlink data.

[0136] Control then continues at 1264. At 1264, if the access point is waiting for

downlink data t o be ready, control transfers t o 1268; otherwise, control transfers t o the

1232. At 1268, control transmits null frames t o the station until the downlink data is

ready. This preserves access t o the channel and prevents other stations from

contending for access and preventing prompt transmission of the downlink data.

Control continues at 1272, where the downlink data is transmitted, and control returns

t o 1204. At 1232, control determines whether uplink data is being received from the

station. If so, control acknowledges that data at 1276. In either case, control then

returns t o 1204.

[0137] In FIG. 16A, example control of the station begins at 1304, where the station

associates with an access point. As part of the association, the station may receive an

assigned wakeup time at which the station can transmit after exiting from a sleep

mode. At 1308, assuming that there is no uplink data t o transmit or downlink data to

receive, control enters a sleep mode. Control continues at 1312, where control remains

until a decision is made t o wake up. Control may determine t o wake up when uplink

data is ready for transmission to the access point. In various implementations, control

may wait t o wake up until a predetermined amount of data is ready for transmission t o

minimize the number of wakeup events.

[0138] Once control determines at 1312 t o wake up, control continues at 1316, where

control determines whether the interval during which the station has been asleep is

longer than the maximum of out-of-sync interval. If the sleep interval is longer, control



transfer to 1320; otherwise, control transfers t o 1324. At 1320, because the sleep

interval is longer than the maximum out-of-sync interval, there is no guarantee that

when the station wakes up and attempts t o transmit, that the transmission will not

coincide with a blackout window.

[0139] If the BSS permits unsynchronized transmissions, control transfers t o 1328,

where restrictions on the unsynchronized transmissions may be imposed. For example,

the channel scanning delay may be increased. The channel scanning delay may mean

that the station is less likely t o acquire the channel than other stations that are

supposed t o be accessing the channel at the time. Control then continues at 1336.

[0140] If, at 1320, unsynchronized transmissions are not permitted, control transfers

t o 1332 t o wait for the next frame that includes a timestamp, which will allow the

station's clock t o be synchronized t o the BSS. For example only, a beacon may be the

next frame that includes a timestamp. Control then continues at 1324. At 1324, control

wakes up at the assigned time as determined by the clock of the station. Because of

clock offset, the actual wakeup time may be different than the expected wakeup time

according t o the master clock at the access point.

[0141] Control then continues at 1336, where a poll frame is transmitted t o the access

point. At 1340, control whether a response received from the access point indicates

deferment, such as when the poll frame has been transmitted during a blackout

window. If so, control transfers t o 1344; otherwise, control transfers t o 1348. At 1344,

control recognizes that uplink and/or downlink data may need to wait until the time

indicated in the response. Control may therefore re-enter a sleep mode until just before

the deferred time. Control continues at 1348.

[0142] At 1348, control determines whether there is uplink data for transmission t o

the access point. If so, control transfers t o 1352; otherwise, control transfers t o 1356.

At 1352, control transmits uplink data t o the access point and continues at 1356. At

1356, control determines whether downlink data is available and, if so, transfers to

1360. Otherwise, control returns t o 1308. At 1360, control requests the downlink data

and at 1364, control receives the downlink data. Control then returns t o 1308.

[0143] In FIG. 16B, example control for a station implementing channel access

protection begins at 1404. At 1404, control determines whether a frame not addressed



t o the station has been detected with a duration field set t o a non-zero value. If so,

control transfers to 1408; otherwise, control transfers t o 1412. At

[0144] 1408, control sets a network allocation vector based on the duration and

continues at 1412. At 1412, if control has detected a CF-END frame, control transfers to

1416; otherwise, control transfers t o 1420. At 1416, control clears the NAV (e.g., sets

the NAV to zero) and continues at 1420.

[0145] At 1420, if control detects a poll frame directed from another station t o the

access point, control transfers t o 1424; otherwise, control transfers t o 1428. At 1424,

control sets a second counter (referred t o as NAV2) based on a predetermined time for

how long a response t o the poll frame will take t o transmit. Control then continues at

1428.

[0146] At 1428, if a data frame not addressed t o the station has been detected,

control transfers t o 1432. Otherwise, control transfers t o 1436. At 1432, control clears

the NAV2 that was set by a preceding acknowledgment frame and continues at 1440. At

1440, control sets a new NAV2 based o n a predetermined time that an

acknowledgment frame takes t o transmit. Control then continues at 1436.

[0147] At 1436, if an acknowledgment frame not addressed t o the station has been

detected, control transfers t o 1444; otherwise, control transfers t o 1448. At 1444,

control clears a NAV2 set by the preceding data frame and continues at 1452. At 1452,

if there is an indication in the detected acknowledgment of more data, control transfers

t o 1456; otherwise, control continues at 1448. At 1456, control sets the NAV2 based on

the expected transmission time of the data frame. For example, this may be a maximum

PPDU length. Control then continues at 1448.

[0148] At 1448, control determines whether there is data t o transmit. If so, control

transfers to 1460. At 1460, if the NAV has expired (i.e., if the counter has reached zero),

control transfers to 1464; otherwise, control returns t o 1404. At 1464, control

determines whether the NAV2 time period has expired, and if so, control transfers to

1468; otherwise, control returns t o 1404. At 1468, control competes for channel access

t o begin transmission. Control then returns t o 1404.

[0149] The wireless communications described in the present disclosure can be

conducted in full o r partial compliance with IEEE standard 802.11-2012. In various



implementations, IEEE standard 802.11-2012 may be supplemented by draft IEEE

standard 802.11ac, draft IEEE standard 802. Had, and/or draft IEEE standard 802. Hah.

[0150] The foregoing description is merely illustrative in nature and is in no way

intended t o limit the disclosure, its application, o r uses. The broad teachings of the

disclosure can be implemented in a variety of forms. Therefore, while this disclosure

includes particular examples, the true scope of the disclosure should not be so limited

since other modifications will become apparent upon a study of the drawings, the

specification, and the following claims. As used herein, the phrase at least one of A, B,

and C should be construed t o mean a logical (A o r B o r C), using a non-exclusive logical

OR. It should be understood that one o r more steps within a method may be executed

in different order (or concurrently) without altering the principles of the present

disclosure.

[0151] In this application, including the definitions below, the term module may be

replaced with the term circuit. The term module may refer to, be part of, o r include an

Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC); a digital, analog, o r mixed analog/digital

discrete circuit; a digital, analog, o r mixed analog/digital integrated circuit; a

combinational logic circuit; a field programmable gate array (FPGA); a processor

(shared, dedicated, o r group) that executes code; memory (shared, dedicated, or group)

that stores code executed by a processor; other suitable hardware components that

provide the described functionality; o r a combination of some or all of the above, such

as in a system-on-chip.

[0152] The term code, as used above, may include software, firmware, and/or

microcode, and may refer t o programs, routines, functions, classes, and/or objects. The

term shared processor encompasses a single processor that executes some or all code

from multiple modules. The term group processor encompasses a processor that, in

combination with additional processors, executes some or all code from one or more

modules. The term shared memory encompasses a single memory that stores some or

all code from multiple modules. The term group memory encompasses a memory that,

in combination with additional memories, stores some or all code from one or more

modules. The term memory may be a subset of the term computer-readable medium.

The term computer-readable medium does not encompass transitory electrical and



electromagnetic signals propagating through a medium, and may therefore be

considered tangible and non-transitory. Non-limiting examples of a non-transitory

tangible computer readable medium include nonvolatile memory, volatile memory,

magnetic storage, and optical storage.

[0153] The apparatuses and methods described in this application may be partially or

fully implemented by one or more computer programs executed by one or more

processors. The computer programs include processor-executable instructions that are

stored on at least one non-transitory tangible computer readable medium. The

computer programs may also include and/or rely on stored data.

[0154] Further aspects of the present disclosure relate t o one or more of the

following clauses. A wireless station includes a transceiver configured t o wirelessly

receive networking frames over a wireless medium, and a channel access counter

configured t o track a time period and signal that the time period has expired. The time

period begins in response t o a first networking frame of the networking frames. The

first networking frame is addressed t o a receiver other than the wireless station. A

length of the time period is based on a first length in response t o a type of the first

networking frame being an acknowledgment frame type. The length of the time period

is based on a second length in response t o the type of the first networking frame being

a data frame type. The transceiver is configured t o wait t o access the wireless medium

until after the channel access counter signals that the time period has expired.

[0155] In other features, the first length is longer than the second length. In other

features, the first length is based on a transmission time of a maximum length data

frame. In other features, the length of the time period corresponding t o the

acknowledgement frame type is based on a sum of a short interframe space (SIFS) and

the transmission time, and the maximum length data frame is a maximum length

physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP) protocol data unit (PPDU) frame. In other

features, the length of the time period corresponding t o the data frame type is based

on a predetermined transmission time for an acknowledgement frame. In other

features, the length of the time period corresponding t o the data frame type is based

on a sum of a short interframe space (SIFS) and the predetermined transmission time

for the acknowledgement frame.



[0156] In other features, the channel access counter includes a counter configured to

count down to zero. In other features, the channel access counter is configured to

signal that the time period has expired when the counter reaches zero. In other

features, the channel access counter is configured to selectively signal that the time

period has expired in response t o the transceiver receiving, during the time period, a

second networking frame. In other features, the channel access counter is configured to

signal that the time period has expired in response t o (i) the type of the first networking

frame being the data frame type and (ii) a type of the second networking frame being

the acknowledgement frame type. In other features, the channel access counter is

configured to signal that the time period has expired in response to (i) the type of the

first networking frame being the acknowledgement frame type and (ii) a type of the

second networking frame being the data frame type.

[0157] In other features, the channel access counter is configured to omit tracking the

time period in response t o the type of the first networking frame being the

acknowledgement frame type and a more data indication within the first networking

frame indicating that more data is not expected. In other features, the wireless station

includes a network allocation vector counter configured to count down to zero The

network allocation vector counter is set to a value based on a duration field in the first

networking frame. The transceiver is configured to wait t o access the wireless medium

until after the network allocation vector counter reaches zero. In other features, the

network allocation vector counter is configured to change directly to zero in response

t o the transceiver receiving a contention-free end (CF-END) frame.

[0158] A wireless access point includes a beacon creation module, an association

module, and a transceiver. The beacon creation module is configured to create a

beacon that defines a restricted access window and a blackout window. A time period

of the restricted access window is mutually exclusive with a time period of the blackout

window. The association module is configured to, in the beacon, assign a slot in the

restricted access window to a wireless station. The association module is configured to

select the slot so that the slot is spaced apart from the time period of the blackout

window by at least a clock drift offset. The clock drift offset is determined based on a



maximum sleep period for the wireless station. The transceiver is configured to

wirelessly transmit the beacon.

[0159] In other features, the beacon defines an open access window occupying a time

period that is mutually exclusive with the time period of the restricted access window

and the time period of the blackout window. In other features, a combined length of

the time period of the open access window, the time period of the restricted access

window, and the time period of the blackout window is an entire interval between

consecutive beacons. In other features, the beacon instructs the wireless station that, in

response t o sleeping for longer than the maximum sleep period, the wireless station is

required to transmit a short polling frame prior to transmitting data. In other features,

the beacon instructs the wireless station that, in response t o sleeping for longer than

the maximum sleep period, the wireless station is required to wait for a timestamp

prior to transmitting data.

[0160] In other features, the timestamp is included in a beacon transmitted following

the wireless station waking up. In other features, the transceiver is configured to, in

response t o receiving a frame from an active polling station during the blackout

window, instruct the active polling station to defer communication. In other features,

the transceiver is configured to instruct the active polling station to defer

communication until a next beacon. In other features, the transceiver is configured to

instruct the active polling station to defer communication until an open access window.

The beacon defines the open access window to occupy a time period that is mutually

exclusive with the time period of the restricted access window and the time period of

the blackout window.

[0161] A method of operating a wireless station includes wirelessly receiving

networking frames over a wireless medium, and tracking a time period. The time period

begins in response t o a first networking frame of the networking frames. The first

networking frame is addressed t o a receiver other than the wireless station. A length of

the time period is based on a first length in response t o a type of the first networking

frame being an acknowledgment frame type. The length of the time period is based on

a second length in response t o the type of the first networking frame being a data

frame type. The method also includes generating an expiration signal in response t o the



time period expiring. The method also includes waiting t o access the wireless medium

until the expiration signal has been generated.

[0162] In further features, the first length is longer than the second length. In other

features, the first length is based on a transmission time of a maximum length data

frame. In other features, the first length is based on a sum of a short interframe space

(SIFS) and the transmission time, and the maximum length data frame is a maximum

length physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP) protocol data unit (PPDU) frame. In

other features, the first length is based on a predetermined transmission time for an

acknowledgement frame. In other features, the second length is based on a sum of a

short interframe space (SIFS) and the predetermined transmission time for the

acknowledgement frame.

[0163] In further features, the tracking the time period includes decrementing a

counter t o zero starting from a value based on the time period. The generating the

expiration signal is performed in response t o the counter reaching zero. In other

features, the method includes selectively generating the expiration signal in response to

receiving, during the time period, a second networking frame. The selectively

generating the expiration signal includes generating the expiration signal in response t o

(i) the type of the first networking frame being the data frame type and (ii) a type of the

second networking frame being the acknowledgement frame type. In other features,

the selectively generating the expiration signal includes generating the expiration signal

in response t o (i) the type of the first networking frame being the acknowledgement

frame type and (ii) a type of the second networking frame being the data frame type.

[0164] In further features, the method includes, in response t o the type of the first

networking frame being the acknowledgement frame type and a more data indication

within the first networking frame indicating that more data is not expected, omitting

tracking the time period. In other features, the method includes decrementing a

network allocation vector counter t o zero from a value based on a duration field in the

first networking frame, and waiting to access the wireless medium until after the

network allocation vector counter reaches zero. In other features, the method includes

decreasing the network allocation vector counter directly t o zero in response to

receiving a contention-free end (CF-END) frame.



[0165] A method of operating a wireless access point includes creating a beacon that

defines a restricted access window and a blackout window. A time period of the

restricted access window is mutually exclusive with a time period of the blackout

window. The method also includes determining a clock drift offset for a wireless station

based on a maximum sleep period for the wireless station. The method also includes

selecting a slot in the restricted access window for the wireless station so that the slot is

spaced apart from the time period of the blackout window by at least the clock drift

offset. The method also includes assigning the slot to the wireless station in the beacon,

and wirelessly transmitting the beacon.

[0166] In other features, the method includes configuring the beacon t o define an

open access window occupying a time period that is mutually exclusive with the time

period of the restricted access window and the time period of the blackout window. A

combined length of the time period of the open access window, the time period of the

restricted access window, and the time period of the blackout window is an entire

interval between consecutive beacons. In other features, the method includes

configuring the beacon to instruct the wireless station that, in response t o sleeping for

longer than the maximum sleep period, the wireless station is required to transmit a

short polling frame prior to transmitting data. In other features, the method includes

configuring the beacon to instruct the wireless station that, in response t o sleeping for

longer than the maximum sleep period, the wireless station is required to wait to

receive a timestamp prior to transmitting data. The timestamp is included in a beacon

transmitted following the wireless station waking up.

[0167] In other features, the method includes, in response t o receiving a frame from

an active polling station during the blackout window, instructing the active polling

station to defer communication. The instructing the active polling station to defer

communication includes instructing the active polling station to defer communication

until a next beacon. In other features, instructing the active polling station to defer

communication includes instructing the active polling station to defer communication

until an open access window. In other features, the method includes configuring the

beacon to define the open access window to occupy a time period that is mutually



exclusive with the time period of the restricted access window and the time period of

the blackout window.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A wireless station comprising:

a transceiver configured t o wirelessly receive networking frames over a wireless

medium; and

a channel access counter configured t o track a time period and signal that the

time period has expired, wherein

the time period begins in response t o a first networking frame of the

networking frames,

the first networking frame is addressed t o a receiver other than the

wireless station,

a length of the time period is based on a first length in response t o a type

of the first networking frame being an acknowledgment frame type, and

the length of the time period is based on a second length in response to

the type of the first networking frame being a data frame type, and

wherein the transceiver is configured t o wait to access the wireless medium

until after the channel access counter signals that the time period has expired.

2 . The wireless station of claim 1, wherein the first length is longer than the second

length.

3 . The wireless station of claim 2, wherein the first length is based on a

transmission time of a maximum length data frame.

4 . The wireless station of claim 3, wherein:

the length of the time period corresponding t o the acknowledgement frame

type is based on a sum of a short interframe space (SIFS) and the transmission time, and

the maximum length data frame is a maximum length physical layer

convergence procedure (PLCP) protocol data unit (PPDU) frame.



5 . The wireless station of claim 2, wherein the length of the time period

corresponding to the data frame type is based on a predetermined transmission time

for an acknowledgement frame.

6 . The wireless station of claim 5, wherein the length of the time period

corresponding t o the data frame type is based on a sum of a short interframe space

(SIFS) and the predetermined transmission time for the acknowledgement frame.

7 . The wireless station of claim 1, wherein the channel access counter comprises a

counter configured t o count down t o zero.

8 . The wireless station of claim 7, wherein the channel access counter is configured

t o signal that the time period has expired when the counter reaches zero.

9 . The wireless station of claim 1, wherein the channel access counter is configured

t o selectively signal that the time period has expired in response t o the transceiver

receiving, during the time period, a second networking frame.

10. The wireless station of claim 9, wherein the channel access counter is configured

t o signal that the time period has expired in response t o (i) the type of the first

networking frame being the data frame type and (ii) a type of the second networking

frame being the acknowledgement frame type.

11. The wireless station of claim 9, wherein the channel access counter is configured

t o signal that the time period has expired in response t o (i) the type of the first

networking frame being the acknowledgement frame type and (ii) a type of the second

networking frame being the data frame type.

12. The wireless station of claim 1, wherein the channel access counter is configured

t o omit tracking the time period in response to the type of the first networking frame

being the acknowledgement frame type and a more data indication within the first

networking frame indicating that more data is not expected.



13. The wireless station of claim 1, further comprising a network allocation vector

counter configured to count down to zero, wherein the network allocation vector

counter is set to a value based on a duration field in the first networking frame, and

wherein the transceiver is configured to wait t o access the wireless medium until after

the network allocation vector counter reaches zero.

14. The wireless station of claim 13, wherein the network allocation vector counter

is configured to change directly to zero in response t o the transceiver receiving a

contention-free end (CF-END) frame.

15. A method of operating a wireless station, the method comprising:

wirelessly receiving networking frames over a wireless medium;

tracking a time period, wherein

the time period begins in response t o a first networking frame of the

networking frames,

the first networking frame is addressed to a receiver other than the

wireless station,

a length of the time period is based on a first length in response t o a type

of the first networking frame being an acknowledgment frame type, and

the length of the time period is based on a second length in response to

the type of the first networking frame being a data frame type;

generating an expiration signal in response t o the time period expiring; and

waiting to access the wireless medium until the expiration signal has been

generated.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the first length is longer than the second

length.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the first length is based on a transmission time

of a maximum length data frame.



18. The method of claim 17, wherein:

the first length is based on a sum of a short interframe space (SIFS) and the

transmission time, and

the maximum length data frame is a maximum length physical layer

convergence procedure (PLCP) protocol data unit (PPDU) frame.

19. The method of claim 16, wherein the first length is based on a predetermined

transmission time for an acknowledgement frame.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the second length is based on a sum of a short

interframe space (SIFS) and the predetermined transmission time for the

acknowledgement frame.

21. The method of claim 15, wherein the tracking the time period includes

decrementing a counter t o zero starting from a value based on the time period.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the generating the expiration signal is

performed in response to the counter reaching zero.

23. The method of claim 15, further comprising selectively generating the expiration

signal in response t o receiving, during the time period, a second networking frame.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the selectively generating the expiration signal

comprises generating the expiration signal in response t o (i) the type of the first

networking frame being the data frame type and (ii) a type of the second networking

frame being the acknowledgement frame type.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein the selectively generating the expiration signal

comprises generating the expiration signal in response t o (i) the type of the first

networking frame being the acknowledgement frame type and (ii) a type of the second

networking frame being the data frame type.



26. The method of claim 15, further comprising, in response t o the type of the first

networking frame being the acknowledgement frame type and a more data indication

within the first networking frame indicating that more data is not expected, omitting

tracking the time period.

27. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

decrementing a network allocation vector counter to zero from a value based on

a duration field in the first networking frame; and

waiting to access the wireless medium until after the network allocation vector

counter reaches zero.

28. The method of claim 27, further comprising decreasing the network allocation

vector counter directly to zero in response t o receiving a contention-free end (CF-END)

frame.
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